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Introduction   1.0    
01.00 DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT

This document is submitted in support of an Outline planning application 
with all matters reserved for subsequent approval for the construction 
of a multi use sports building (use class  D2), sports facilities and open 
space, construction of new car parking and associated works. The main 
wet and dry leisure facility will form a replacement of Worcester Swimming 
Pool (1970) and the rationalisation of leisure facilities across the city. 
This includes the partial demolition of the existing dry sports facility at 
Perdiswell and the retention of the existing outdoor pitch changing areas. 
This Statement should be read in conjunction with the Outline Planning 
Application Drawings, the Worcester City Council Swimming Pool Option 
Evaluation Study and all other accompanying reports. 

01.01 PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT

This document is written to accompany the outline planning application for 
the proposed wet and dry leisure centre at Perdiswell Park.

The document explains how design and access issues have been 
considered in developing the proposals and demonstrates how the design 
meets all the requirements of the brief and responds to the setting in such 
a way as to provide a safe and fit for purpose environment. The document 
also demonstrates the measures that have been adopted to ensure that 
any adverse impact on the site and surrounding area is minimised. In 
repsect of the continuity of use of the sports facilities on the site of the 
existing sports hall, golf facilities and changing rooms are anticipated to 
stay in public use until the new centre is completed. Demolition will then 
take place to provide the neccessary car parking area.  The result is a 
thriving community hub that at the same time provides a positive and 
enduring legacy for recreation and sport in the area.

The statement summarises the process of analysis, consultation and 
design that has been undertaken and explains how inclusive design 
and access has been addressed as an integral part of developing the 
proposals.

The document provides information to accompany the outline planning 
application including a written description and justification of the proposals 
illustrated with plans, sketches and photographs to explain the principles 
and concepts of the design in relation to the proposed use, amount, 
layout, scale, landscape and appearance and access of the development.
 

01 Introduction
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02.01 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE

The preferred site is the site of the existing Perdiswell Leisure Centre. 
It is located approximately 1.5 miles north of the city centre, at the 
southern end of Perdiswell Park, off Bilford Road (B4482). A 3 mile radius 
catchment area from the site includes almost all of Worcester city as 
well as some outlying communities. An annotated image, identifying key 
existing features. The extent of the site allocated for the development of 
sports facilities is indicated by the red line.

02 Site Design

Site Design   2.0    
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02.02 SITE ISSUES AND CONSTRAINTS

Potential issues and constraints affecting the site are listed below and 
illustrated on Figure 5, using corresponding numbering:

1. Existing sports centre building should remain operational to provide 
continuity of service and to maintain revenue

2. The changing facilities that were grant funded by the Football 
Foundation should be retained as part of any new development on the 
site to service the grass football pitches

3. Existing 3rd generation five-a-side pitches to be retained. Grass 
pitches to be retained and changing provided in any new centre on the 
Perdiswell site

4. Existing football pitches retained
5. Existing 18 hole course. Clubhouse facilities need to be provided in 

any new centre on the site (subject to completion of a separate review 
of golf provision by the Council) Relocation of first tee considered

6. Golf course car parking
7. Existing leisure centre car parking
8. Children’s play area
9. The site adjoins the Worcester-Birmingham canal conservation area. 

The guidance set down in national statement PPS5 will be applicable 
here

10. A green corridor runs along the eastern boundary of the site
11. Gated maintenance access
12. Existing access to be reviewed, potential requirement for junction 

improvements to cope with increased volumes of traffic at peak times
13. The impact of the development on nearby residential properties must 

be considered.

Site Design   2.0    

FIGURE 5
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Site Design  2.0    

02 Site Design

02.03 SITE ACCESS

6.5.1 There is currently a single entry and exit point for leisure centre 
users from Bilford Road and a gated maintenance access point 
approximately 75 metres to the east of this. Consultation has taken place 
with WCC Highways, to inform initial concept designs for the site. Initial 
feedback relating to options for improvement to site access are listed 
below:

• access could be improved via the introduction of an expanded 
road junction on Bilford Road at the junction position, including the 
expansion of the existing bell-mouth to create two exit lanes but 
retaining one entrance lane.

• an alternative to the a mini roundabout could be the creation of a 
right turn lane into the site from Bilford Road, in conjunction with a 
kerbed splitter island/pedestrian refuge containing illuminated keep left 
bollards. The expansion of the existing bell-mouth as described above 
would apply in this option also.

6.5.2 Bilford Road is some nine metres wide. This gives scope to both 
the options described, without extensive and disproportionate alterations 
to existing kerb lines and footways etc. While these improvements will 
require additional expenditure, they are not considered major works.
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03.01 SITE ANALYSIS

The application site is located to the north of the city, on an existing 
parkland setting. The site is presently the home of an existing dry sports 
hall, gold course and football changing area.

The changing requrements of Worcester have lead to an increase supply 
of sports halls and further TSC report of July 2012, the council decided 
to adjust it’s strategy to dry and wet sports facility provision. This, along 
with the requirement to find a replacement site for the Worcester  main 
swimming pool has lead to the selection of Perdiswell Park as the 
proposed new wet and dry facility for Worcester.

The site is bordered on the east by an attractive canal walk and cycle 
route with an established tree line. The access from Bilford Road to the 
existing car park will be maintained and enhanced with the existing ground 
mounding redesigned to preserve the park land setting. The views to the 
Malvern Hills form a major attraction of the site, as does ensuring that the 
building provides visual security to the site, which was lacking from the 
original dry centre.

The continued use of the site during construction positions the building 
in the north east corner of the site and allows the repositioning of the 
childrens play are in a less isolated section of the site.

The site is in constant use from ramblers, runners, golfers and sportsmen 
and the centre is to form a hub and meeting place for all the park users.

03 Context

Context   3.0
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Consultation   4.0    
04.01 CONSULTATION

Consultation over the last 6 months has been undertaken during the TSC 
options evaluation (July 2012) and more detailed proposals further to the 
selection of WCC, off the Perdiswell site.

04.02 STAKEHOLDERS

The consultation has consisted of detailed meetings to define the brief 
and specific site requirement of the stakeholders, for the new Worcester 
Leisure Centre. The organisations involved in the consultation are listed 
below.

• Council officer (leisure, planning offices, property, highways and 
finance)

• Elected members and portfolio holders
• Worcester Swimming Club
• Management Contractor (Leisure Connection)
• Country Sport Partnership
• Sport England
• University of Worcester
• County Football Association
• Football Foundation
• Environment Agency

04.03 SURVEY/CONSULTATION

WCC have an open survey questionnaire electronically and in leaflet form 
to highlight options and facilities at the proposed site.

04 Consultation
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05.01 DESIGN AIMS AND PRINCIPLES

Further WCC acceptance of The Sport’s Consultancy’s Swimming Pool 
Option Evaluation Study (July 2012), conclusions. The outline brief 
guideline for proposed wet and dry centre to replace Worcester Pool has 
been developed through the design process to fine tune the proposals.

Through consultation with WCC officers and Planning Authority and 
Highway Authorities, the following are the team design aims:

• Locate the new facility on the site to allow the existing dry centre / golf 
course and changing facility to function throughout construction.

• The new centre is to provide a visually exciting solution, giving views 
into and out of the activities zone, to promote community involvement. 
The views over the Malvern Hills are to be emphasised and establish a 
civic building appearance.

• Provide sufficient car parking to meet the demands of all the park 
users, the golf course, ramblers, joggers, centre users and sport 
external activities.

• The form of the building is to emphasise the soft curves of the site and 
the Malvern Hills. Design references were established with illustration 
of Bangor pools, as a desired aesthetic.

• The new centre is to provide a public hub for the park, for all users.
• Visits of the client (WDC officers and council members) to the new 

facility of Westminster Lodge St Albans, established the desired 
internal relationship of changing and fitness area plus the addition of 
confidence water pools, larger soft play and creche facilities.

• Retain the canal landscape walking and reposition play areas in front 
of the new facility.

• Reposition the new golf club house next to the external changing 
block, with WCC adjusting the tee off area.

• Review site access, while retaining height restriction on the site.

05 Design Development

Design Development  5.0    

Bangor Pool

Proposed view from South East corner
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requrement of WCC to replace an aging city centre facility with a new 
wet and dry centre with good transport access, has lead to the selection 
of this site which is located adjacent to primary and academy schools to 
encourage youth participation.

The existing provision provides 315 car spaces, and through analysis of 
the combined new and existing uses, a provision of 415 car spaces with 
40 cycle spaces is proposed.

The existing site has one major access route off Bilford Road and it is 
intended to increase the width of the exit to accomodate 2 lanes out. A 
secondary existing access road to the east of the main access can act 
as a route for plant deliveries. Both accesses will have height restraint 
barriers. 

05.02 DESIGN EVOLUTION

The base line design for the centre has evolved from the options appraisal 
doc (TSC July 2012)  which positioned the proposed centre to meet the 
design aims (section 01)

The opportunity on this site is to provide a visually interesting building, 
fully advertising the sport and leisure activities within the building in direct 
contrast to the ‘blind box’ of the existing Perdiswell Centre.

The site is prominently situated off the Bilford Road (B4482), and is the 
gateway to the green space of Perdiswell Park, an area bordered by 
a picturesque canal walk, golf course, sports field and open land. The 

Design Development  5.0    

The internal layout breaks down to all of the major activities in the building 
facing south, and allowing the reposition of the parks external play area to 
be visually linked to the building and caffeteria area.

WCC decided the preferred option was the retaining of the football 
foundation changing rooms. The proposal is to demolish the main 
Perdiswell dry centre, and reclad in masonry, external wall to the external 
changing rooms. In addition to this, the provision of a new golf club house 
with the repositioning of first tee. Refurbishment of the external 3G pitches 
will also be undertaken.

View over car parkingSite entrance from Bilford Road

View of main facade
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05.03 LAYOUT

The layout and orientation of the building provides a welcoming public 
face to Perdiswell Park, with the public cafe providing a hub for all park 
users. The aim of “swimming in the park” which overlooks the canal to 
the west and the Malvern Hills to the south, is to open up exercise to the 
whole community of Worcester. The caffeteria will open to all park users in  
the controlled environment of the main reception,

Design Development  5.0    
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05.04  APPEARANCE

The design aims of gentle curving rooves to match the surrounding 
parkland and Malvern Hills, are dictated by the form requirement of 
the pool as illustrated in the images below, and divides the two major 
elements of the wet and dry spaces of the building.

The provision of a glazed two storey focal point entrance provides a clear 
link for park users from the entrance on Bilford Road, and the relationship 
of the large glazed areas to the two storey soft play areas and the first 
floor gym frame the public link into the building.

The location of the building mass is helped by the topography of the 
site (drawing 3276(08) 206) with the functional features of the building 
(ie changing room plantroom) located on the north elevation, facing the 
football pitches. Consideration as to a street art wall to this facade is being 
made to limit tagging.

The demolition of the existing centre wall allow the site to be opened up to 
golf course and 3G pitches and remove problem areas of security.

The design of the site layout allows space between the changing rooms 
and the new proposal to give visual permability to the pitches beyond.

The sections through the site show the building of 11.5m high, which is 
lower than the existing Perdiswell Centre of 12m high and covers a similar 
footprint of 3100m2.
The form of the building, related to the internal activities, with the facade 
punctuated with glazed feature boxes at first floor to link the activities 
viewing out over the main entrances.

The finalisation of the appearance will be subject to reserved matters on a 
detailed design.

05.05  MATERIALS

Finalisation of materials will be subject to reserve matters.

It is intended to provide permeable paving to the car parking bays to assist 
drainage (ie Hoofmark-Golpla plastic cell paver / filled with crushed stone)

The basis undertaking of materials is to ensure a balance between 
construction and long term maintenance costs with the visual impact to be 
associated of a quality civic building responding to a WCC brief.

Materials will be chosen with a proven track record for this type of 
environmentally challenging building, to create a sustainable design.

Design Development  5.0    
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05.06  LANDSCAPE DESIGN

Natural sustainability and biodiversity are a major feature of this proposed 
development. Enhanced planting and landscape buffer, particularly to 
the canal green link are to be included, are strong features designed to 
enhance the nature and quality of the site.

Details of landscaping will be reserved for subsequent determination. 
However, it is proposed that, to the greatest extent possible, existing trees 
within the site will be retained as part of a comprehensive and sensitive 
landscaping scheme, supplemented with additional tree planting. 

The large area of existing parking will be redesigned to incorporate 
an avenue of trees leading along the centre entrance with division by 
earth mounding of the parking as the existing site. Parking area will be 
permeable to assist drainage and visaally break up tarmac area.

This will be backed by the ecological survey on the surrounding habitats.

05.07  SECURE BY DESIGN

The present site at Perdiswell has a history of security problems due to 
the open nature of the site and the building’s closed box construction 
reducing observation from the bulding. 

The siting of the new proposals aim to mitigate this, by presenting an 
active glazed frontage to three facades overlooking the car parks, canal 
view and existing football changing rooms. The rear of the building facing 
the football pitches will be monitored via window at first floor from the staff 
areas, circulation areas, and studios. 

The provision of external CCTV to the new centre, football changing, golf 
clubhouse and car parks will assist on surveillance. Discussions with West 
Mercia constabulary have highlighted the need for a secure compound to 
the side of the building for deliveries, refuse storage and utility provision 
(electrical transformer). 

In respect of sensitive childrens areas within the building, access to the 
creche and soft play areas will be by staff controlled desk reception, 
plus control gates to prevent children leaving controlled areas. The main 
reception faces directly on to the main entrance and serves to provide 
visual control over the main public area beyond the control gates of the 
centre. 

WCC have requested the design limits overhanging external areas in 
which people can loiter, hance the highly visible nature of the active 
frontage.

05.08  FLOOD MITIGATION

Subject to a seperate Flood Risk Assessment by Cole Easdon, with 
the provision of permeable parking on the site reducing tarmac areas. 
The new centre covers a similar footprint to the Perdiswell dry centre at 
3100m2, therefore not increasing run off. Sustainable items such as grey 
water recirculation are being considered to mitigate runoff.

05 Design Development

Car parking Golf

FootballPark and community activity area

Design Development  5.0    
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Design Development  5.0    

05 Design Development
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Site Section North - South

Site Section West - East

Bilford
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Access   6.0    

Access

06.01  TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT PROPOSALS

A traffic impact assessment has been carried out by JMP Consultants Ltd 
and is submitted as a seperate document in this application in association  
with the Worcestershire County Highways.

An initial estimate of car parking requirements was undertaken by the 
Design Team, based on Sport England guidance and experience of traffic 
flows at new centres in the UK built in the last five years. The table below 
calculates a requirement of 415 car spaces.

The existing site contains 317 car spaces and the additional attraction of 
the new pools, fitness centre and soft play will increase visits to the centre 
will increase trips to the site.

The provision is broken down as follows:

Car parking space   380 spaces
Disabled and family parking  35 spaces
Coach / bus drop off   3 spaces
Covered cycle spaces   40 spaces

06.02  BILFORD ROAD

As proposed in the T.I.A, an expanded junction is recommended on to the 
Bilford Road, with two lanes exiting right. 

06.03  PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Existing bus link on the Bilford Road are contained in JMP’s report with 
bus routes to the nearest  rail stations at Worcester Shrub Hill (3.2km) and 
Worcester Foregate (3.0km)

06.04 SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT

The site is accessable by cycle and foot with nearest off road dedicated 
cycle route bordering the site running north along the Worcester 
Birmingham Canal from the Diglis Road in the south to Plough Road in 
the north. The site entrance is 200m from the cycle trail and connected 
several cycle friendly roads.

06

Worcester Swimming Centre – 3276  

Worcester Swimming Centre  Car Parking Space 
Requirements  

1.0 – Pool Capacity  
 
25 x 17m = 425m    = 141 persons 
 8 x 17m = 136m     = 45 persons  
                   Subtotal = 186 persons 
 
+ 30% changing       = 56 
                         Total = 232  
 
232 users; 50% will drive, the remainder are driven (children) or will 
arrive by public transport/bikes etc  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
116 to 120  

2.0 – Gym/Studio Users Capacity  
 
150 work stations plus 20% changing = 190 persons.  
60% will drive.  
 
Studio use 60 persons in classes + 60 for next session, 60% will drive 

 
 
115 to 120 
 
 
70 to 75 

3.0 – Existing Golf Course 
 
Estimated current use  

 
 
40 

4.0 – Football/Running Groups/Ramblers/Dog Walkers 
 
Estimated current use  

 
 
60  

Total estimated car park at peak times i.e weekend and sessions 401 to 415 spaces 
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06.05  SERVICE AND DELIVERY ACCESS

The access to the site is controlled by height restriction barriers. It is 
anticipated that general daily deliveries to the cafe will be to the compound 
on the west elevation using the main site entrance. Chemical deliveries to 
the plant area will be through the sites secondary access off the Bilford 
Road.

Access   6.0    

06.08 INCLUSIVE DESIGN

The primary piece of legislation which influences any the service provided, 
employment opportunity and building is the Disability and Equality Act: 
2010. This requires that reasonable steps be taken to ensure that Service 
Providers do not discriminate against disabled people.

This legislation isn’t however the only source for how the Designer will 
respond in order to ensure there is no discrimination, instead the building 
will be required to comply as a minimum with Part M of the Building 
Regulations. This document is in part based on and references to the 
guidance contained with BS8300:2009 ‘Design of buildings and their 
approaches to meet the needs of disabled people – Code of practice’ and 
it is this document which gives far more detailed practical guidance on 
access to and use of buildings. 

Further guidance will be gained from the Sport England guidance note 
‘Accessible Sports Facilities’ along with the specific data sheets for 
individual sports to inform the design.

06 Access
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07.00  SUSTAINABILITY

The proposed new centre for Perdiswell follows the WCC commitment to 
achieving the highest standards in terms of sustainable design.

To this end, a strategy has been developed which will focus upon the 
following areas:

1. Energy and CO2 reduction
2. Adaptability and climate change / orientation
3. Water strategy
4. Waste Management
5. Materials and Construction
6. Transport
7. Health and wellbeing

07.01  ENERGY AND CO2 REDUCTION

The development will comply with current legislation and follow best 
practice with regard to energy efficiency and development through the 
use of an array of passive and active technologies.  The buildings will be 
developed with reference to the BREEAM environmental assessment 
method.  BREEAM assessments include a range of best practice 
requirements for energy performance, water consumption, waste 
management, health and wellbeing, ecology, pollution, surface water, 
management and materials.  Following consultation with a BREEAM 
assessment team and benchmarking against other previous projects, the 
proposed development will aspire to achieve a ‘Very Good’ rating.

Liaison with the BREEAM Assessor will continue throughout the life of 
the project and will inform all stages of design development to achieve as 
many credits as possible.

Low Carbon Technology and Renewables: Innovation in low carbon 
technology and comparison of energy provision will be considered.

Photovoltaic panels:  The location and extensive expanse of roof may 
make this site suitable for the use of photovoltaic panels. Provision may 
be made for use of photovoltaic  panels on the site either to comply with 
Part L or to be used as a means of lowering the CO2 emissions and 
reducing energy costs. If the panels are not considered appropriate at 
this stage, provision could be made to install them retrospectively.

Wind turbines:  It is currently considered that due to physical 
constraints of the site as well as the sensitivity of the location in planning 
terms that wind turbines are unlikely to be appropriate however further 
consideration will be given to this at the future stages of the project.

Sustainability  7.0    

Combined heat and power (CHP):  In order to use this technology 
effectively, a base heat load is required. Space heating is seasonal and 
it is anticipated that the domestic hot water usage would be low and 
hence it is currently considered that combined heat and power would not 
be suitable in this instance.

Solar thermal panels:  In order to use this technology a base heat load 
is required. Space heating of the large elements will be considered.

Biofuel boilers:  The unpredictability of biofuels in terms of supply and 
classification and financial incentives are very variable and it was agreed 
that this technology would not be considered further at the present time.

Ground source heat pumps:  Ground source heat pumps have a high 
capital cost due to the civil works involved and produce a low grade heat 
and would be ideally suited to under floor heating. This is frequently 
used in large volume sports buildings and changing rooms.

Air source heat pumps:  This form of heating (and cooling) could be 
used in certain areas where cooling and heating are required. This is an 
efficient means of providing heating and cooling to certain specific areas 
such as fitness areas, meeting rooms, cafe etc and will be considered 
further during the design phases.

07.02  WATER

The surface water drainage strategy for the site will be development 
in accordance with the requirements of the Environment Agency and 
Local planning Authority, and will employ Sustainable Drainage (SUDS) 
techniques to limit runoff volumes and rates from the site. SUDS is a 
method of dealing with runoff from development that mimics natural 
drainage and uses landscape features to manage rainfall rather 
than conventional drainage systems alone. Flows from the proposed 
development site will be designed to simulate natural conditions where 
possible and to ensure that the quantity and quality of surface water 
run-off is managed to an acceptable level. A system of ‘treatment 
stages’ will be considered throughout the site which will seek to deal 
with the treatment of surface water run-off at source. Examples of SUDS 
techniques that will be considered are swale features, filter strips/drains, 
soakaways, wetland and attenuation pond areas.

Where natural SUDS features are not possible, practicable or sufficient 
on their own, water quality will be improved by the addition of petrol 
interceptors to ensure that in the unlikely event of a pollution spillage, the 
situation can easily be managed within the site.

07 Sustainability

As part of the surface water drainage strategy a maintenance regime will 
be adopted which will identify the type and frequency of the maintenance 
requirements, e.g. grass cutting and debris from swales, to ensure that the 
SUDS features operate effectively and efficiently.

Where possible the surface water run-off from the site will be directed to 
landscaping areas to provide natural irrigation.

07.03  WASTE MANAGEMENT

As the existing site storage in a compound to the west of building will 
encourage recycling.

07.04  MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION

Whilst the design for the buildings at Perdiswell are still at the outline stage 
and therefore not fully developed, materials will be selected specifically for 
thermal performance, embodied energy content and longevity as well as 
being obtained from sustainable sources where appropriate. The thermal 
envelope of the building would be enhanced as a passive means of 
reducing energy and CO2 emissions. 

Design Air Permeability: An Air leakage rate of 5 m³ /hour/m² at 50 Pa 
will be applied to the building.

Daylighting: In order to minimise the artificial light load, it is intended 
that natural light would be introduced in areas wherever practicable and 
possible to do so.  The proposed development requires a number of large 
deep plan spaces for sports use. In these situations, consideration will be 
given to top lighting by the use of extensive rooflighting. Elsewhere low 
energy lighting: low energy fluorescent and LED lighting would be used 
in all areas and incorporate daylight dimming, movement sensors and 
automatic controls.
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CONCLUSION

The siting of the centre gives clear views and control over public entrance 
and external area, creating an inviting active facade advertising the 
recreational and sporting activities inside and creating a new hub for all 
users of Perdiswell Park and the Worcester community.

Conclusion   8.0    

08 Conclusion


